Contract No. T202103401
Sinkhole Repair, Canal District, Open End, FY 21-FY 23
New Castle County

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Enclosed is Addendum No. 1 for the referenced contract consisting of the following:

1. The Bid Proposal Cover, revised, to be substituted for the same page of the Proposal.

2. The following plan sheet has been revised: 11.

Please note the revisions listed above and submit your bid based upon this information.

Sincerely,

~signature on file~

Connie Ivins
Competitively Bid Contracts Coordinator
Delaware Department of Transportation
STATE OF DELAWARE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

BID PROPOSAL

CONTRACT T202103401

SINKHOLE REPAIR, CANAL DISTRICT, OPEN END, FY21-FY23

Advertisement Date: August 10, 2020

INCLUDED IN THIS DOCUMENT:

BID PROPOSAL:
- GENERAL DESCRIPTION
- PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS NOTES
- GENERAL NOTICES
- PREVAILING WAGES
- SPECIAL PROVISIONS
- SAMPLE AFFIDAVIT - CRAFT TRAINING
- QUANTITY SHEET SUMMARY

ADDITIONAL BID PROPOSAL ITEMS:

ATTACHED OR POSTED DOCUMENTS:
- PROJECT PLANS
- QUESTIONS & ANSWERS (if posted)
- GUARDRAIL END-TREATMENT INFO

PAPER BIDDERS CONTACT DELDOT
FOR BID SUBMITTAL DOCUMENTS:
- DRUG TESTING AFFIDAVIT;
- CERTIFICATION FORM;
- BID BOND FORM;
- CD FOR BID PRICE ENTRY & PRINTING

This Bid Proposal and related documents can be viewed on bids.delaware.gov and, for subscribers bidx.com/de/

Internet Bids for Bidders with Bid Express® accounts can be submitted at BIDX.com/de; OR;

Paper Bids With CD will be received at the DelDOT Administration Building, Dover, DE;

ALL BIDS DUE PRIOR TO 2:00 P.M. Local Time, September 1, 2020
Stream diversions, which will be performed as per Section 909, of constantly flowing open channels identified by the Delaware Resources Registry as “blue line streams” and diversions of constantly flowing closed drainage systems with pipe sizes greater than 36” (or the equivalent SF hydraulic opening) shall be paid as per below:

- All costs associated with furnishing, installing, maintaining, and removing sandbags shall be incidental to Item 909005 909002 (Sandbag Diversion).

- All costs associated with furnishing, installing, maintaining, and removing polyethylene sheeting shall be incidental to Item 905005 909002 (Sandbag Diversion)

- All costs associated with installing and maintaining a sump pit, as per the Delaware Standard Construction Details, shall be incidental to Item 906003 (Sump Pit).

- Pumps/hoses shall be negotiated or performed under Force Account procedures as listed in 109.04.

52. There shall be no additional compensation for the use of a trench box. It is expected that a trench box will be needed at every location and the costs associated with its use are incidental to the items being installed.

53. Any costs associated with vibration monitoring or pre-assessing foundations of structures/buildings/homes (such as time spent taking pictures to document the condition inside and outside prior to the start of construction) is incidental to Item 763501. The decision of when to perform these activities is at the sole discretion of the contractor.

54. The contractor is solely responsible for any concerns about surcharge impacts from material, equipment, etc. on foundations of adjacent buildings/homes/structures. Any costs associated with evaluating the impacts of equipment, material, etc. on buildings/homes/structures is incidental to Item 763501. An independent review by a Delaware Licensed Professional Engineer (Delaware PE) is required in the event that there is concern from the Contractor that a location is not feasible. Any costs associated with a review by a Delaware Licensed Professional Engineer is incidental to Item 763501. Failure to pursue a Delaware PE in a timely manner will result in time charges resuming and liquidated damages being assessed.

55. Any and all construction engineering, including survey, layout, measurements of inverts, field sketches, measuring basins for ordering, and verifying falls/inverts shall be incidental to the items being installed. The contractor should anticipate the need for construction engineering and bid items accordingly.

56. Item 207000 (Structural Excavation), and 209004 (Borrow Type C), shall be calculated and paid separately at each pipe location. Item 207000 shall be paid to the neat line of the excavation,